
FITS RIGHT FOR AN EASY NIGHT 

The latest nasal mask from ResMed is the only mask with ActiveCell™ technology. 
The Activa™ LT’s unique cushion features an “active cell” that expands and contracts to 
accommodate movement and therapy pressure changes throughout the night. The mask 
creates a gentle, secure seal and a dynamic defense against mask leak.

MicroFit dial 
offers 24 positions for 
better fit, seal and comfort

Cushion clip with tabs
allows easy removal of and 
secure attachment to frame

Dual-wall cushion with 
ActiveCell Technology 

360° elbow rotation
allows for multiple tubing 
positions for maximum comfort

Streamlined forehead support
provides clear field of vision 
with sleek, stylish design 
  
 

Set-and-forget headgear clips
retain optimal headgear settings; 
easy to attach and detach

Diffused vent design 
disperses air softly and quietly, 
away from bed partner; one-piece 
design for ease of use

Swivel 
offers a convenient way to connect 
and disconnect air tubing The active cell inflates to 

adjust to movements and 
varying pressures 
throughout the night

Activa™ LT
NASAL MASK



TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHT

Activa LT

Same superior Mirage Activa™ 
sealing technology … now lighter 
and more streamlined 

Dynamic cushion and MicroFit dial 
combination … fitting is quicker and 
easier than ever

One-piece diffused vent design … 
overall quiet performance

Quiet comfort
Featuring an innovative vent design, 
the Activa LT is not only sophisticated, 
but also quiet. Located on the elbow 
for easy cleaning and disassembly, the 
diffused vents are designed to disperse 
air quietly and softly, at a short distance, 
away from the bed partner. The elbow 
partition also aids CO2 washout and 
further reduces noise.

... and contractsActiveCell expands ...

PRODUCT CODES

Mirage Activa LT Nasal Mask

Americas 

Medium 60148
Large 60149
Large Wide  60150

REIMBURSEMENT CODES

Mirage Activa LT Nasal Mask

HCPCS Code Descriptor 
A7034 Nasal mask used with positive 
 airway pressure device, 
 1 per 3 months 

A7032 Replacement cushion for nasal 
 mask, 2 per month 

A7035 Headgear used with  positive 
 airway pressure device, 
 1 per 6 month

A fine-tuned fit
Because the cushion’s active cell 
does all the work, the mask is less 
dependent on headgear tension to 
achieve and maintain an effective seal. 
In fact, the Activa LT works best with 
some slack in the headgear—no more 
overtightening straps! That means 
quicker fitting time, less callbacks and 
improved user compliance.

With only minor fitting adjustments 
required, the MicroFit dial provides 24 
positions of comfort at your fingertips. 
Easily adjustable with just one hand 
(even while lying down), the dial fine-
tunes the fit where users need it most.

ActiveCell for peace of mind
The Activa LT cushion is not your average 
cushion. Once therapy is switched on, the 
cushion is drawn to the face, creating a gentle 
yet secure seal. As users move or their therapy 
pressure changes throughout the night, the 
cushion’s active cell automatically expands 
and contracts, delivering the most effective, 
comfortable seal.

Room to breathe, freedom to move
Because the Activa LT maintains its seal throughout the 
night, users are free to move around during sleep. The 
mask automatically, continually and actively adjusts to 
movement and other changes during sleep, providing a 
dynamic defense against leak.
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